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Doubly Differential Final-State Momentum Distributions of the Ionization Products
in Collision of Bare Ions with Hydrogen
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In this paper recoil-ion production cross sections are presented differential in recoil-ion longitudinal
momentum and electron emission angle in ionization of atomic and molecular hydrogen by bare
ion projectiles. A new formulation for constructing these double differential distributions from the
measured electron double differential cross sections is used. A novel feature is the separation of
two different branches of the recoil-ion longitudinal momentum distribution corresponding to soft and
hard collision mechanisms of ionization. The single differential distributions have also been derived.
[S0031-9007(96)01510-4]
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Ionization in ion-atom collisions is a fundamenta
process which is important in understanding three-bod
dynamics. The precise measurement of electron doub
differential cross sections (DDCS) in electron energy an
angle has enriched our understanding of the different ion
zation mechanisms for soft electron emission, binary e
counter (BE) electron emission, and the electron captu
to the continuum cusp production. While the ejected ele
tron spectroscopy (EES) has been a subject of extens
study in the past two decades [1–7], the recoil-ion mo
mentum spectroscopy (RIMS) has been developed on
recently [8–13]. The RIMS has provided valuable in
formation on the various ionization mechanisms such
electron-electron, electron-nucleus, and postcollision i
teractions via the measurements of the cross sections
ferential in recoil-ionspRd and electron momentasped.
In a kinematically complete experiment on ionization
Moshammeret al. [10] have measured the single differ-
ential cross sections (dsydpRk anddsydpek) using high
resolution RIMS technique.

The connection and the complementary nature betwe
the EES and RIMS techniques have not been ful
explored. It is shown here that the EES measuremen
although not kinematically complete, can be used
derive a variety of doubly differential cross section
with respect to electron emission anglesued and the
longitudinal momenta the electronspekd, recoil-ionspRkd,
and the projectile longitudinal momentum transferspPkd.
The doubly differential recoil-ion momentum distributions
can provide a deeper understanding of the three-bo
and binary collision mechanisms for ionization. In fact
the soft and hard collisions can be separated as tw
different branches with widely different cross sections
Moreover, the high resolution RIMS experiments nee
to use a cold jet as the target. Building of a cold
jet for atomic and molecular hydrogen still remain
a challenging task, and hence the conventional RIM
technique, as it stands today, cannot approach the
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targets. The present technique will thus be extrem
useful and unique in providing knowledge on the fina
state momentum distributions of the primary collisio
products of ionization in the fundamental collision syste
namely, H1 1 H, and also in ionization of the simples
molecule H2 by fast bare ions.

To manifest the present method we derive here the d
bly differential longitudinal momentum distributions fo
the recoil ions and the electrons in ionization of hydr
gen for two different collision systems: (i) bare carbo
ions s2.5 MeVyu, y  10 a.u.d colliding with molecu-
lar hydrogen and (ii) low energys0.114 MeVyu, y 
2.14 a.u.d protons colliding with atomic hydrogen. Thes
results are derived from the electron DDCS data measu
recently [7,14] using standard EES techniques and w
not be discussed here. The same electron spectrom
(with an energy resolution of about 5%) was used in bo
measurements, and the electrons emitted in ionization
H and H2 were detected at ten [7] and twelve [14] diffe
ent angles between15± and165±.

In Fig. 1(a), we show the electron DDCSs d2s

d´edVe
d spec-

tra [14] as a function of electron energys´ed, for ue  45±

and ue  160± for 2.5 MeVyu C61 1 H2. These data
sets will be used below for the present analysis. O
calculations using the continuum distorted wave-eiko
initial state (CDW-EIS) approximation [15,16] are als
shown in Fig. 1. These calculations are based on an in
pendent electron approximation, as explained in Ref. [1

The final-state electron longitudinal momentum dist
bution in terms of electron DDCS can be expressed as

d2s

dpekdVe


jpekj

cos2 ue

d2s

d´edVe
. (1)

The fundamental law of energy-momentum conservat
plays the key role in obtaining the recoil-ion longitu
dinal momentum distributions from the EES spectru
The key equation governing the energy and longitudi
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3767
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FIG. 1. (a) Electron doubly differential cross sections fo
ue  45± and 160± in ionization of H2 by 30 MeV C61

taken from Ref. [14] and CDW-EIS calculation. (b) Doubly
differential longitudinal momentum distributions of electron
(squares) and recoil ions (circles) forue  45± derived from
electron DDCS. CTMC calculations are also shown. (c) Th
projectile longitudinal momentum transfer distribution alon
with CTMC calculations. (d) Similar distributions forue 
160± and CTMC calculations. The symbols have the sam
meanings as in (b) and (c).

momentum conservation can be expressed as

2pPk  pek 1 pRk ø 2Qyy  s´e 2 ´idyy , (2)

wherepPk refers to the longitudinal momentum transfe
of the projectile with initial velocityy, and j´ij is the
binding energy of the target atom in the initial state
The quantity Q refers to theQ-value of the reaction.
From Eq. (2), recoil-ion longitudinal momentum can b
3768
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expressed as

pRk  s´e 2 ´idyy 2
p

2´e cos ue . (3)

This relation is valid for a three-body system involving a
heavy projectile which suffers small energy loss compare
to its initial energy and is correct to the order ofmeymP

and meymT , whereme, mP, and mT represent the mass
of electron, projectile, and target. The recoiling particle
can be uniquely defined only in collisions of bare ions
with atomic hydrogen. In the case of other targets (suc
as H2yHe), Eq. (3) merely reflects the momentum balanc
in the center of the mass frame, and therefore the reco
momentum refers to the momentum of the “compound
third party which is separable from the ionized electron
and the projectile. Furthermore, for the present collision
system sC61 1 H2d the cross sections for dissociative
and double ionization are estimated to be about 5%
to 7% and 3% of the total ionization cross section
respectively. These estimations are based on the previo
works [17–19] on similar collision systems and from
recent experiments [20]. Therefore, the most probab
recoil ion would be the H12 , in the present case.

The DDCS, with respect topRk andue, can be obtained
from the following transformation:

d2s

dpRkdVe


Ç
1

s1yyd 2 scos uey
p

2´e d

Ç
d2s

d´edVe
. (4)

Such doubly differential measurements can be carrie
out by detecting the recoil ions in coincidence with
the ejected electrons emitted in a given direction. No
such measurements have been reported. Similarly, t
projectile momentum transfer distribution can also be
given by

d2s

dpPkdVe
 y

d2s

d´edVe
. (5)

The DDCS in´e and the projectile scattering angle have
been measured recently [21] for low energyp 1 He.

In Fig. 1(b) we present d2s

dpekdVe
and d2s

dpRkdVe
for

ue  45± for C61 1 H2. The peak at 0.43 a.u. in the
electron momentum distribution consists mainly of the
low energys´e ø 0.2 a.u.d electrons arising from the soft
collisions. Another wide peak at about 10 a.u. is due
to the hard BE collisions. The recoil-ion momentum
distribution, on the other hand, has a few features. Firs
we note that there is a divergence in this distribution
(at pRk  22.44 a.u.) arising because of the vanishing
denominator in Eq. (4) forpe  y cos ue. Second,
there are two branches in this distribution which can b
explained from Eq. (3). This equation can be solved fo
´espRk, ued [22,23], and it can be shown that´espRk, ued
is a double-valued function ofpRk for a given u for
pRk , j´ijyy. The upper branch of the recoil-ion
distribution corresponds to low energy electrons fo
´e #

1
2 y2 cos2 ue. The peak in the upper branch near
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pRk  20.35 a.u. is associated with the soft collision
electron peak (atpek  0.43 a.u.). The lower branch
is composed of emitted recoil ions associated with th
higher energys´e $

1
2 y2 cos2 ued part of the electron

spectrum. The wide peak in this lower branch corre
sponds to the BE process. This distribution peaks ne
pRk ø 0, signifying that this process involves primarily
the collision between the electron and the projectile. Th
projectile longitudinal momentum transfer distribution
[Fig. 1(c)] starts at20.057 a.u., which is the minimum
momentum transfersj´ijyyd required to ionize H2 and
falls off rapidly, indicating that most of the cross section
for projectile momentum transfer are related to the ve
low energy electron emission. However, there is a we
separated wide peak in this distribution due to the B
process at about210 a.u., satisfying the longitudinal
momentum balance [Eq. (2)] sincepBE

ek ø 110 a.u.
andpBE

Rk ø 0 a.u.
Classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) calculation

were performed and show an excellent agreement with t
electron, projectile, and recoil-ion longitudinal momen
tum distributions [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The two branche
in the recoil-ion distributions could be obtained from th
CTMC calculations by identifying the collisions produc
ing low and high energys´e $

1
2 y2 cos2 ued electrons.

The CDW-EIS calculations also give good agreeme
with the data (not shown). However, these results a
obtained by using the same transformations [Eqs. (1
(5)] as used for the experimental data. The CTMC ca
culations therefore provide an independent check on t
collision dynamics since no such transformations are pe
formed. This calculation does not yield the singularit
present in the transformed data.

It may be emphasized that the upper branch (“so
branch”) in the recoil-ion momentum distribution is domi
nated mainly by the three-body soft collision ionizatio
mechanism, and the lower branch (“hard branch”), o
the other hand, consists mostly of the two-body ha
collision process, namely, the binary encounter. This
the first manifestation of the existence of two branche
in recoil-ion longitudinal momentum distribution with
widely different cross sections.

At the backward electron angle,ue  160±, the situ-
ation is reversed [Fig. 1(d)]: the electron distributio
peaks near20.57 a.u. and the recoils near10.65 a.u.
For this angle (and for all other backward angles), th
pRk s´ed is a single valued function of́e (i.e., only one
branch is allowed kinematically, sincepRk . j´ijyy 
0.057d. The CTMC calculations, although they provide
a good qualitative agreement, underestimate the d
slightly.

The similar distributions for the most fundamenta
collision system, i.e., H1 1 H, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) for ue  15±. This is a pure three-body collision
system with H1 being the only recoiling ions. All the
features observed for the high energy collision syste
sC61 1 H2d, including the soft and hard branches, are als
e
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FIG. 2. (a) The electron DDCS for 114 keVp 1 H for
ue  15± (from Ref. [7]) and CDW-EIS calculation. (b) De-
rived doubly differential longitudinal momentum distributions
of electrons (squares) and recoil ions (circles) and CTM
calculations.

present in this case and also reproduced by the CTM
calculations.

Single differential longitudinal momentum distributions
for the electronssdsydpekd and recoil ionssdsydpRkd
were deduced [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] by integrating th
double differential distributions for different emission
angles sued between15± and 165±. It was necessary
to have data in small angular steps to perform the n
merical integration. The contribution of the divergenc
(in the recoil-ion DDCS) to the single differential cross
sectionsdsydpRkd is negligible since the intervalDpRk

shrinks to zero at the point of divergence. It may b
noted that the electron distribution peaks near a pos
tive longitudinal momentumø0.1 a.u. for C61 1 H2 and
near 0.3 a.u. for the H1 1 H collision system. The larger
shift in the distribution in the case of H1 1 H is pri-
marily due to the largeQyy-value s 0.24 a.u.d as com-
pared to the high energy collision system for which
Qyy  0.057 a.u. The recoil-ion distributions, for both
of the collision systems, are peaked nearpRk ø 0, in-
dicating that the post collision interaction in the presen
collision systems is much weaker than that observe
for more highly charged ions [10]. No measurement
on the recoil-ion momentum distributions for this fun-
damental collision systemsH1 1 Hd have been reported
before.
3769
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FIG. 3. The single differential longitudinal momentum dis
tributions of electrons (open circles) and recoil ions (close
circles) for (a) 30 MeV C61 1 H2 and (b) 114 keV H1 1
H. The thick solid (dotted) line is the CDW-EIS cal-
culation for electron (recoil) distributions. The thin solid
(dashed) line is the CTMC calculation for electron (recoi
distributions.

These distributions, along with the peak positions, a
well reproduced by the CDW-EIS calculations for bot
collision systems. The CTMC calculations predict large
shifts and underestimate the cross sections for C61 1 H2.
In the case of H1 1 H, these calculations provide a bette
agreement with the data.

The transverse momentum of the recoil ion is given b
pRTr  pPTr 2 peTr . Since peTr is the only measured
quantity from the EES, it alone cannot determine th
transverse momentum distribution of the recoil ion or th
projectile.

In summary, we have introduced and explored the do
bly differential final-state longitudinal momentum distri
butions of the electrons, recoil ions, and the projectil
in ion-atom ionization. The complementary nature of th
electron spectroscopy and the recoil-ion momentum sp
troscopy have been investigated to show that many of
important features of current RIMS experiments can be a
dressed from the EES measurements. The influence of
three-body ionization, as well as the binary encounter p
cesses on the recoil-ion (and projectile) longitudinal m
mentum distributions, have been explored. The separat
of the soft and hard collision branches of recoil-ion distr
butions is a novel feature of the present technique. T
method of studying the recoil-ion longitudinal momentum
distributions with a pure three-body collision system lik
H1 1 H is unique since the conventional high resolutio
RIMS technique, which needs a cold jet target of atom
hydrogen, cannot yet approach this fundamental collisi
3770
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system. The present method does not require a cold
and therefore can be applied for other ion-atom collisio
systems.
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